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Don Pasquale Played to Capacity Audience; Performance Praised

by William J. Asten '56

Sunday night a capacity audience in Kresge Auditorium saw the final performance of the New England Opera Theatre's seasons-long production of Don Pasquale. The months of intense preparation brought about a fine result, and Mr. Goldovsky is to be again congratulated for another fine production.

Mr. Goldovsky's portrayal of the absurd Don Pasquale contained all of the comic elements of the opera. His voice was suited to the role, and his every movement was a joy to see. Robert Gay, in the role of Doctor, seemed to relish his part. His voice lacked volume and was far from smooth. A darker voice would have been better suited for the part. It seemed incredible that Jovice and Emelie never did see through Pasquale's schemes.
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countries. With the undeveloped countries, perhaps the most dominant issue is that of development. It is necessary to become industrial, and, in a sense, economically self-sufficient. There is a very strong fear of the economic success of the Western powers. One thing that might happen is a withdrawal of aid. In general, Asian countries are trying to stay away from economic alliances in order to keep their independence, and to get a position of importance without military strength. They want to be able to vote as they feel on each issue, and not be tied to a block and vote as the block votes.

For Western Europe, it was felt important to try and unify Germany, but not at the expense of having Germany fall into Soviet hands. It appeared to the delegates that we have been using common means to win countries to our type of democracy. While the Russians are using force. The recent shift of the Peace Pledge Union is a significant piece of the puzzle. It appears to be a recognition on their part of the effectiveness of our stand. We have reached a position where it will be necessary to compete in an economic as well as a weapon race.

As one of the strongest pressures on most undeveloped countries is ob
taining capital to start their country on the road to economic growth, the conference realized that we must develop a world wide economic program, administered without any military or political strings attached.

Tau Beta Pi
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Paul Kenneth Freeman '56, Donald Edmund Block '55, Thomas Cox Bo
ting '57, Walter Stewart Brown '56, John Joseph Collin, Jr. '56, James Baldwin Cost, Jr. '56, Erwin House '56, Charles Martin Pulek '56, Kevin John Fore
ter '56, pineapple Mancini '56, Francescochi

Ayal '56, John Carroll Frishetti '56, John Miller Pendergast '56, Ronald E. Gehrke '55, Thomas Lyon '56, Bernard Lee Haas '56, Al
ter Vincent Hickey '56, Robert Radeff '56, Hall '56, Joel A. Hamilton '56, Mur
tor E. Hanson '56, John Robert Lai Haas '56, Eduardo Del Hierno '56, Sigurd Beyer '56, Thomas Wa
tes '55, David Lee '55, Mortamil '55, Charles Carson Kose '56, Robert John Brokenbrough '56, Leon Zuck
ter '55, Paul Herbert Lockett, Jr. '55, George France '55, Peter Ignatich '55, William McCarthy '56, Dinitrio An
toni '56, Ronald Joseph Hana '56, David Holdenier Mitchell '56, Edward George Najjar '56, Richard Peter Kastner '56, Raymond Shelden Peck '56, Roberto Perez Am
tune '56, John Franklin Pinn '56, Martin Harold Reis '56, Wendt '56, Al
dy '56, John '56, Oren Selinberg '56, Lowell Mixon '56, Robert Taylor, Jr. '56, Richard Lee Ursch '56, John E. R. Wiss, Jr. '55, Bruce Daniels Wedlock '56, Rollo Eason

SAE Leads In Intramural Football Playoffs

by Bill Daly '58

Play in the almost forgotten intramu

nal football championships was re

sauced last weekend after a three

week break. SAE kept their seasons

record clean by holding off the Phi Delts 30-7 last Saturday, December 10, at 1:00 p.m. in Kresge Auditorium. The following kickoffs entered but did not sign up in advance. The contest is spon
ded by the MIT Math Society. Prizes of $15, $10, and $5 will be awar

ed.
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WHAT'S THIS?

For solution, see paragraph at right.

THE SMOGJEST BACBAD

Established 1910

"All you can eat for one and the same price"

Lunch from 5-7

Dinners from 5-9

190 Province Street, 2nd Floor, Boston
New England College, 4 miles from Park St. Station
Capitol 7-3997

NO LIQUOR

G. L. FROST CO., INC.

AUTOMOBILE BODY REPAIRING & REFINISHING

E. W. PERKINS

31 LANDSOWNE STREET

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

LUC1EKS TASTE BETTER - CUNier, Fresher, Smoother!

LUC1EKS TASTE BETTER - Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!

DROODRES, Copyright 1953 by Roger Price

"There's no getting around it—Luckie tastes better. And there's no getting around that thing in the Droodle at left, either—the Droodle's titled: Lucky smoker with bum seat at football game. Poor guy is really up against it. But he's got a small point of view on smoking—he smokes Luckies for better taste. Luckies taste better because they're made of 50% more tobacco. Chances are our friend in Section 28 is thinking, "This is the best-tasting cigarette I ever smoked!"

"It's toasted to taste better!"

Students EARN 25¢!

Cut yourself in on the Lucky Droodle gold mine. We pay 25¢ to any student who tells us how much he saved during a recent trip to New York. All you have to do is fill out the coupon below. Include your name, address, college and class and the amount and address of the dealer in your old college town from whom you buy cigarettes most often. Address:

DEPT 4, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER - CUNier, Fresher, Smoother!

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER - Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER - Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!

LUC1EKS TASTE BETTER - CUNier, Fresher, Smoother!

LUC1EKS TASTE BETTER - Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!

LUC1EKS TASTE BETTER - Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!